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Abstract
We present a user supported tracking framework that
combines automatic tracking with extended user input
to create error free tracking results that are suitable for
interactive video production. The goal of our approach
is to keep the necessary user input as small as possible.
In our framework, the user can select between different tracking algorithms – existing ones and new ones
that are described in this paper. Furthermore, the user
can automatically fuse the results of different tracking algorithms with our robust fusion approach. The
tracked object can be marked in more than one frame,
which can significantly improve the tracking result.
After tracking, the user can validate the results in an
easy way, thanks to the support of a powerful interpolation technique. The tracking results are iteratively
improved until the complete track has been found. After the iterative editing process the tracking result of
each object is stored in an interactive video file that
can be loaded by our player for interactive videos.
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Introduction

Interactive videos in which objects can be clicked by
the user have many advantages over ordinary videos,
as they allow users to get additional information about
video content in a simple and intuitive way. This
makes them interesting for many different applications
in the field of advertisement, entertainment and education. For example, educational videos can contain
additional sources of knowledge inside the interactive
content, or promotional videos can include invisible
advertisement that appears on demand, i.e. when the
user is interested.
At the same time, the development of new devices
like smartphones, tablets or Smart TVs generalizes the
concept of video watching to a more interactive relation where the user gets more involved. However, the
production of such videos is challenging and time consuming, as each object has to be marked in each frame
where it is visible. While an obvious solution would
be to employ an automatic tracking algorithm to follow the objects in the sequence, this proves to be unreliable as even state-of-the-art tracking methods cannot
deal with many situations that occur in practice (like
strong appearance changes). Comparison papers like
Wang et al. [WCXY11] have shown that modern tracking methods are still error-prone and that their reliability is very sequence dependent – it is even possible that
a tracking algorithm that performs good on many difficult sequences fails on an easy sequence. As a result,
even if we use automatic object tracking methods there
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can be a lot of manual postprocessing work necessary
to fix tracking errors.
In this work we look into this problem and aim to
create a semi-automatic tracking approach that minimizes the human effort necessary for creating interactive videos. From the perspective of the tracking problem this means that we want to create error free tracking results, suitable for interactive videos, with as little
user input as possible. This contrasts with the standard
tracking approach where the goal is to automatically
produce the best possible tracking result for a minimal
amount of user input (usually one object bounding box
in the very first frame).
Figure 1 shows a possible guideline for our semiautomatic tracking pipeline. Our paper contains several important contributions: First, we show that reliable tracking results cannot be achieved by automatic trackers and some kind of user interaction is required when a perfect result is mandatory. We therefore investigate ways to guarantee perfect tracking results while minimizing the human effort for interactive
video production. For that reason, we first analyze the
possibilities offered by having user input over multiple frames. Furthermore, we present a method for fusing the results of independent trackers and show in our
evaluation that the fusion outperforms the best trackers. In addition, we present a new particle tracking
method and three new specialized trackers for specific
scenarios. Also, we suggest a new way of evaluating
the robustness of trackers by comparing their outputs
depending on the number of input frames. For the user
interface, we present a new validation tool based on
motion interpolation that drastically reduces the time
required to validate a tracking result. Altogether, we
demonstrate a complete web system (named OnEye)
for interactive video production, design and playback.
The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section 2
reviews related work in terms of automatic and usersupported tracking methods. The tracking itself is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 describes our user interface for user supported creation of interactive videos
and Section 5 gives a description of our full OnEye
system. In Section 6 we present the results of our evaluation. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 7.

Figure 1: A guideline for our semi-automatic tracking
pipeline. The user can iteratively improve the tracking
result, by setting additional tracking boxes at frames
where tracking failed or by tracking with additional
algorithms.

surveys like [YSZ+ 11, CAG12] or tracking evaluation
publications like [WCXY11, WLY13]. In the most recent evaluation of Wu et al. [WLY13] the on average
best out of 29 tested algorithms SCM [ZLY12] gained
an average overlap to the ground truth of around 50 %
on the tested sequences. In around 25 % of the frames
it achieved an overlap of at least 80 % (which we consider as sufficient for our application).
Despite these good results a naive approach would
still require a lot of postprocessing work to gain a sufficient quality for all frames. Nevertheless, in literature
little to no effort is put into the question how modern
tracking algorithms can be utilized to create an error
free tracking result with as little user effort as possible. However, there are publications dealing with the
question in general – without directly utilizing modern
tracking algorithms.
Vondrick et al. [VPR13] created a framework for
fast video annotation. The user has to select the object in several but not all frames as their approach is
able to interpolate the trajectory in frames between
2 Related Work
two user labeled frames. For interpolation they also
Due to extensive research much progress has been consider image appearance to find a trajectory that is
made in automatic object tracking in the last years. short in image space but still has an appearance simiAn overview over automatic methods can be found in lar to the user selected object. We think that this idea
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is interesting to get a more accurate trajectory if only
a few frames have to be bridged. However, for longer
trajectories the “short path” constraint in image space
will probably be a drawback as it limits the freedom of
movement of the curve too much. With modern tracking algorithms we expect to be often able to track a
lot of frames at once. In their work Vondrick et al.
also provide user studies and statics concerning workers that are practically using their software. In their
previous work [VR11] they present an extension of
their interpolation approach based on active learning.
The extension is not meant to improve the interpolation result itself. Instead it utilizes the interpolation
energy function to find the frame between two user set
frames that is most uncertain in its position according
to their interpolation model. The idea is that the user
only labels very few frames and the application then
tells the user which frame to label next. While the idea
sounds interesting they did not integrate it into their
later work [VPR13] as there are still some unresolved
user interface issues.
There are also publications for semi-automatic
video annotation that are based on the exact object
boundary or pixel-level labeling instead of rectangular boxes (which are used in the vast majority of automatic tracking methods). The approach of Bertolino
et al. [Ber12] is based on the segmentation of objects.
The user’s task is to initialize the segmentation and
to correct it if it gets erroneous over time. To fulfill the task the application provides the user several
frame based editing tools. Yuen et al. [YRLT09] designed a video annotation system that allows people to
annotate objects in a web browser. They also use techniques like interpolation between user labeled frames.
The approach of Vijayanarasimhan et al. [VG12] tries
similar to [VR11] to find the frames the user has to label to minimize the error for non user labeled frames.
However, it is designed for pixel-level labeling. A general drawback of all boundary or pixel-level labeling
based approaches is that the higher accuracy will always result in a clearly larger human effort compared
to bounding box based approaches. We think that the
higher accuracy is not worth the additional effort for
most interactive video applications.

user input available. Usually, tracking algorithms only
use one object bounding box at the first frame as input. This gives the tracker only the minimal information necessary for tracking. In contrast, our approach
can use additional bounding boxes at arbitrary frames.
We call the bounding boxes provided by the user as
reliable input user set bounding boxes. Setting a few
more bounding boxes is of no big effort for the user
but can improve tracking results significantly.
Furthermore, the tracking algorithm is not fixed in
our approach, but the user can rather select a specific
tracking algorithm depending on his/her experience
and the sequence at hand. Moreover and more importantly, the user can select more than one algorithm for
tracking. The results of the tracking algorithms can
then be fused automatically (Section 3.4) or manually
(Section 4).

3.1

Tracking methods

As no automatic tracking methods performs reliably
for all kind of sequences [WCXY11], we implemented
several different methods with different strengths and
weaknesses. We divide them into two groups: General
methods and specialized methods that beat the general
methods in special situations.
3.1.1

General methods

The general tracking methods we implemented are PChannel [PSF09], a modified version of the MILTrack
algorithm [BYB11] with HAAR and HOG features,
Visual Tracking Decomposition (VTD) [KL10] and
Circulant Structure with Kernels (CSK) [HCMB12].
We use HAAR and HOG features together in the
MILTrack classifier as we found this to work in average better than one feature type only. Additionally,
we use for MILTrack and P-Channel a particle based
motion model. This gives a much better robustness
than a simple motion model. Each particle represents
a possible bounding box for the object. In the initial
frame there is only one particle for the user set bounding box. For the second frame N new particles are
spread from the initial particle, by Gaussian distributions for 2 up to 4 dimensions of the bounding box:
x and y position and if desired also x and y scale (see
Section 3.3). In order to avoid a tedious parameter tun3 Tracking with extended input
ing, the spread variances are not absolute but relative
In this section we describe our automatic tracking ap- to the object size. Furthermore, we deal with unusual
proach that can create clearly better tracking results high accelerations by using two different spread varithan common approaches, whenever there is extended ances in the motion model, with 50 % of the particles,
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each. The bigger variance can handle high accelerations, while the smaller one avoids drifting because of
high particle density with low acceleration. This approach is similar to the dual motion model of [KL10].
The bounding boxes of the spread particles are then
tested for the likeliness that they represent the object
by the MILTrack or P-Channel appearance model. We
call this value raw probability. Usually the raw probability does not represent the real probability and is not
strict enough in penalizing bad positions. As a result
particles would spread to far when using the raw probability directly for particle spreading. To avoid this we
transfer the raw probability Lr into a stricter particle
probability L p :

spread variances or hypotheses model from their parents.
To determine the object bounding box for a frame
we do not just take the bounding box of the best particle. Instead we add all particles with a center location
close to that of the best particle, namely within 20 %
of the best particle’s bounding box size, to a cluster
C1 . Then we create the clusters C2 to C5 in the same
manner. The best particle for these clusters is here the
best particle that is not yet in a cluster. We then take
the cluster Cbest with the highest sum of particle probabilities L p as the final cluster used for object bounding
box creation.
Cbest = arg max

Lu (p) = e(γLr (p)) − 1


L p (pi ) = Lu (pi )

∑ Lu (p j )

(2)
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(3)

n

The final object bounding box B f is then:

B f = ∑ B(p1 )L p (p1 ) ∑ L p (p2 )
p1 ∈Cbest

p j ∈P

P is the set of all particles. Lu is a function that puts
the probabilities into the exponential space. With an
appropriate γ this deprecates particles drastically compared to particles with better raw probability. γ controls the extend of the depreciation. A bigger γ leads
to more depreciation. In practice, γ controls mainly the
particle spread. We borrowed this idea from [KC11].
Different to [KC11] we subtract “1” to get Lu = 0 for
Lr = 0. This gives us slightly better results. Without
this, small probabilities are overrated. In L p we are
normalizing Lu so that all all particles together have
the probability 1. While in the first frame all particles spread from the initial particle, particles in following frames can spread from any existing particle.
The probability that a particle pnew spreads from a particle pold is L p (pold ). Thus, with a big γ the particles
are kept close to the best appearance, with a medium
γ it is possible to pursue different hypothesis and with
a small γ particles will spread far. 20 % of the particles are directly spread from the position of the parent particle, while for 80 % of the particles the velocity created by the parent particle when spreading
from the grand parent particle is added as well. As
a consequence, 80 % of the particles are acceleration
hypotheses and the current speed is given by the parent. Acceleration hypotheses are usually advantageous
over speed hypotheses. However, there are cases like
a sudden object stop where speed hypotheses perform
better. Therefore, 20 % of the particles follow a speed
hypotheses. Note that particles are not inheriting their

∑ L p (p)

n=1...5 p∈C

(1)

(4)

p2 ∈Cbest

where B(p) is the bounding box of a particle (Namely,
its x, y,width and height parameters written as vector).
The averaging leads to a more robust object position,
as it not only considers the locally best position according to the classifier but also the classifier results
for positions close to that position. If there are for example more good particles to the left of the best particle than to the right, the exact object position is likely
left to the best particle. Note that particles with moderate or low raw probability have virtually no influence
in averaging with appropriate γ as their particle probability is close to zero.
3.1.2

Specialized methods

We implemented three specialized methods. The first
one is a color based tracker that is extremely reliable
if background and foreground consist of different colors. The second one is a template based tracker which
clearly outperforms common state of the art trackers
in sequences like in Figure 2. The third one is a blob
tracker that works only with static background. The
blob tracker can track many small and fast objects (see
Figure 3), where other generic trackers fail completely.
Color based tracker For the color based tracker we
create two color histograms. One for the pixels inside
the object’s bounding box (foreground) and one for
pixels around the object’s bounding box (background).
To deal with illumination changes each pixel votes not
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only for its color bin in the histogram but also with a
lower weight for neighboring bins. We choose a bin
size of 4x4x4 in RGB space which gives 64x64x64
bins. Pixels vote with a weight of 4 for their own
bin and with a weight max(0, 4 − d) for neighboring
bins of distance d. To get color ratings we subtract the
background histogram from the foreground histogram.
Thereby colors that are mainly in the background get
a negative and colors that are mainly in the foreground
a positive value in the subtracted histogram that serves
as look-up table to rate colors. To find the object’s
bounding box we search the region that maximizes the
sum of pixel ratings for the pixels inside the bounding
box.

Figure 2: Intelligent template tracking with proper
heuristics can be very effective for suitable sequences.
The shoe is successfully tracked for a long time although there are many difficult situations and there is
no object redetection i.e. pure tracking.

Template tracker Template tracking is old but still
often used tracking approach. An important problem in template tracking is the template update problem [MIB04]. The template should be updated from
time to time when the object appearances changes to
avoid loosing the object. However, template updates
cause drifts of the template compared to the object
center that eventually will lead to object loss. We
found that we can avoid drifting on suitable sequences
by using several templates instead of only one. We
create a new template every 25 frames starting from
the first frame and keep up to 10 of them. If we have
more, we remove the oldest one from our template list.
To track the object we calculate the normalized cross
correlation score for all (up to) 10 templates to all reasonable positions in the target image. Then we sum
up all 10 scores for each position. The object’s bounding box is then simply located at the position with the
highest sum of scores. Reasonable positions in the target image are all positions that are lying within one
bounding box size around the objects position in the
previous frame shifted by the previous velocity. This
approach can effectively avoid drifting as can be seen
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-40305, ISSN 1860-2037

in Figure 2.

Figure 3: A simple blob tracker can beat advanced
trackers with static background. Note: The background does not move. We just show different parts
of the overall image.

Blob tracker For the blob tracker we first perform
background subtraction between the current and last
image with the approach described in [Ziv04]. Then
we erode the result one time and dilate it 3 times with
a 3x3 kernel. This yields more stable noise free blobs.
After that we create a binary image out of the result by
treating every value grater than zero as “1”. Connected
regions of pixel value “1” we consider as blobs. If
there is exactly one blob that has at least 50 % and at
maximum 166 % of the blob size in the last frame the
blob specifies the object. Otherwise we consider it as
lost.

3.2

Benefiting from additional user input

There are several ways to benefit from more than one
input frame in a tracking sequence. Simply resetting the tracking box when tracking through a user set
frame already can avoid long term tracking failure as
can be seen in Figure 4b. Furthermore, between two
user set frames it is also possible to track the first half
forward and the second half backward (Figure 4d),
which further reduces the amount of tracking failures.
An even better strategy is to track the sequence completely forward and backward first, and fuse the results of the two tracking directions after tracking (Figure 4e). Because of the different temporal tracking
directions it is very unlikely that the trackers of both
directions follow the same wrong tracking path. The
reason can be seen in Figure 5. If the forward tracker
looses the object (1a,1b) on the path 1a→2b it is of
course possible to loose it with backward tracking as
well, but the same wrong path 2b is impossible for
the backward tracker. Only in the unlikely situation
that the wrong path gets back to the correct one like in
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Figure 4: Different tracking strategies. a) One starting
frame only b) Forward c) Backward d) Half forward
and backward e) Forward and backward with fusion.
Blue is the object movement, orange and yellow are
forward and backward tracked segments and green are
fused/“reliable” segments.
3b and the backward tracker also decides for that path
both paths are identical.

likely small at the “reliable” frame, while it is likely
small at the “reliable” frame but big (at least ¿α) at
the user set frame for the other tracking direction. Obviously, the direction where the error is small at both
ends should nearly always be the better one. It can
also happen that a non “reliable” frame lies between
two reliable frames. Here, it is more difficult to find
a measure for the better tracking direction, as we have
no user set frame at hand. We tried to use the internal rating value of the tracker, that is used to find the
object, to decide which direction is better. However,
this turned out to be not very reliable, which is no big
surprise as the tracking failed because of the unreliability of this value. Instead we compare the results of
the tracking directions to the interpolation created by
the interpolation approach introduced in Section 4.1
and take the direction that is more similar to the interpolation (Different to Section 4.1 we also considers
“reliable” frames for interpolation). Note that it is no
good idea to directly use the interpolation approach in
the motion model of a tracker as this will negatively
influence the tracking result for frames where tracker
and interpolation disagree. However, for selecting the
better tracking direction it is advantageous as long as
the interpolation is closer to the correct result than to
a random tracking failure which should be fulfilled in
most cases. If there are no ”reliable“ frames between
two user set frames we trust both directions for 50 %
of the way like in Figure 4d.

Figure 5: Tracking paths. Only the correct path 1b and
the unlikely path 3b can be tracked forward as well as
backward. 2b is impossible to be tracked backward as
3.3
the backward tracker starts at the end of 1b.
Therefore, if the overlap (Equation 7) of the tracking boxes of both tracking directions is for a frame
above a threshold α we assume that both tracking
boxes roughly match the bounding box of the tracked
object. The fused result at such a frame is set to the
average tracking box of both directions and the frame
is marked as “reliable”. If the overlap is below α we
assume that at least the tracking result of one direction
must be erroneous and we have to decide which one.
We call such frames uncertain frames. Connected uncertain frames we call uncertain segments.
For uncertain segments that lie between a user set
and a “reliable” frame we choose the tracking direction from the user set towards the “reliable” frame to
be more reliable. The reason is that we know for this
direction that the error is zero at the user set frame and
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-40305, ISSN 1860-2037

Dealing with scaling

Objects might not only move in the video but also
change their size in pixels. However, a tracking approach that explicitly considers scale variations has
more degrees of freedom and is therefore less stable.
This is the reason why it is often ignored by standard tracking approaches. In our application we let
the user choose which model of scale variation to use.
The three basic models we propose are no scale variation, fixed ratio variation and free size change where
the width and height of the object can change independently. Furthermore, we use an interpolated size
model, which uniformly interpolates the size between
two user set frames. It is the most important model
in our application as it is in most situations sufficient
to model the object size, while avoiding additional degrees of freedom.
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3.4

Fusing results of different trackers

If a user tracks a sequence with different trackers
he/she creates different hypotheses for the correct
tracking result. He/She can then check manually these
hypotheses and transfer the correct parts of the single
hypotheses into the final result. While this approach is
working well, it means also a lot of effort for the user if
the good parts are strongly fragmented within different
tracking results. Hence, we provide a more efficient
alternative, where the different results are fused automatically into one result. The user checks in the first
place only the fused result and only at frames where
it is wrong he decides if it is worth to check also the
source results or directly do something else like track
again with more user set bounding boxes.
To fuse the different tracking results, we first find
for each frame a reference tracking result r f :
r f = argmax ∑ Oα (t, i)(β G(i) + 1)
t∈T f

(5)

i∈T f

where T f are the |T | tracking results for a frame f and
G(i) is 1 for frames that where marked as reliable in
Section 3.2, 0 otherwise. Oα (t, i) is calculated as:
(
0
O(t, i) < α
Oα (t, i) =
(6)
O(t, i) otherwise
O(t, i) is the overlap between two tracking results calculated for two boxes B1 and B2 in general as:
O(B1 , B2 ) =

B1 ∩ B2
B1 ∪ B2

4.1
(7)

If r f is not unique it is set to the track with the most
”reliable“ frames. This is useful if only one tracker is
good for a sequence. When we have found r f we average its bounding box with the bounding boxes of all
tracking results that have an overlap of at least α i.e.
where O(r f , i) ≥ α. The weighing for the averaging
is 1 for normal tracking boxes and 2 for reliable boxes
because they already were averaged in Section 3.2. If
at least 50 % of the boxes are averaged we mark the
fused result as reliable. We count all reliable input
boxes as β + 1 boxes and normal boxes as 1 box. The
”reliable“ marker of the fusion is not designed for further fusion but only as visual output for the user interface.

4

The User Interface

rendered, and the user can select objects and see tracking results. Every user selection and tracking result is
represented as a rectangular box. In the middle part
we provide a video slider and different timelines. The
video slider allows the user to select the video region
visible in the timelines. The uppermost timeline is the
main object timeline, which shows for which frames
final results are available. The status of the frames is
color-coded (blue if they are user set, dark green if
there is a user confirmed tracking result, black if the
object is not visible or white elsewhere). The subsequent timelines are tracker timelines (one timeline for
each tracker). They can additionally show tracking results not yet validated by the user in yellow and bright
green1 .
To check the tracking results the user can slide
through the timelines. He/She can confirm correct results, which transfers them to the main timeline and
delete wrong results. Furthermore, he/she can mark
frames in the main timeline as ”object not visible”. All
three actions can be executed on single frames as well
as on user selected regions in the timelines. The lower
left selection box allows the user to toggle between
different objects in the current video and to add new
objects. The middle and right selection box allow the
user to add new trackers for the current object and to
fuse the results of existing trackers.

Efficient validation support

A problem when confirming tracking results is that
some tracking errors last only for a few frames. In
that case a user has to check a huge amount of frames
to make sure that there are no tracking errors. To avoid
most of this effort we use a visual interface based on
tracking interpolation: we interpolate the object position data from user set and user confirmed frames and
compare the interpolation to the tracking result. We
visually represent the similarity of the tracking result
and the interpolation in a color-coded heatmap at the
bottom of the user reviewed timeline. Figure 7 shows
an example of such an interpolation correlation map.
In the upper timeline there are some frames where interpolation and tracking result contradict (red and yellow). Thanks to interpolation it is sufficient for the
user to confirm only a few conflicting frames to solve
all these conflicts. Without conflicts the whole remaining sequence can be confirmed by the user. If the user

1 Bright green is used for “reliable“ frames, see section 3 for
Our prototypical user interface shown in Figure 6 consists out of several parts. In the upper half, the video is details
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Figure 6: The user interface in the browser window. The sliders are timelines. The first slider limits the range
of the subsequent sliders. There, colors show the tracking status of a frame. See text for a detailed description.

Figure 7: Interpolation support. The bottom timeline is the top timeline after conflict resolution by the user.
can not confirm a frame because the tracking result is
erroneous the interpolation helps him to quickly isolate erroneous frames from correctly tracked frames.
The isolated frames can then for example be tracked
again with more user set frames.The interpolation is
made with four Akima splines from ALGLIB [Boc14]:
two for the x and y position and two for the width and
height of the tracking box.

Standard videos

On Eye

5

The complete OnEye System

On Eye

Creator

On Eye

Player

Videos

In this section we describe the complete OnEye sys- Figure 8: The OnEye system consisting out of OnEye
tem consisting out of OnEye Creator, OnEye Designer, Creator, OnEye Videos, OnEye Player and OnEye DeOnEye Videos and OnEye Player (Figure 8). The signer (not shown).
whole system consists of client-server based web applications. This is a big advantage as it for example
allows a user to create an interactive video directly on
the webpage were he wants to publish it.
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-40305, ISSN 1860-2037
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OnEye Creator OnEye Creator is the web application that allows the user to create interactive videos.
First the user has to upload the video through the web
interface to the server. Then this video is available for
editing through the web interface described in the last
section. The user can save the processing state for a
video at any time through the save button in the interface shown in Figure 6. Saved states are automatically recovered if the video is later opened again in the
browser. The server application can run several sessions simultaneously. This allows one or multiple user
to process multiple videos at the same time in different browser tabs and on different computers. After a
video is processed it can be saved as an OnEye Video
by pressing the export button (Figure 6). During export the user is asked to fill in additional metadata like
weblinks for each tracked object or a description of the
video.

the OnEye Player. Currently OnEye Designs are created by the implementation of JavaScript functions.
This is powerful as JavaScript allows to modify the
whole webpage as desired, but it requires a programmer for the creation of designs. To make it easier to
use for non-programmers the JavaScript functions may
in later versions be generated by a more user friendly
designer front-end. Designs must define fallbacks for
OnEye Videos that do not contain all the information
required by the design. Otherwise they are not accepted as finished designs by the OnEye Designer. The
standard design for example shows the name of the object in the mini-browser below the object if no link is
available.

6

Results

In this section we present results of the evaluation of
our approach. Section 6.1 is about our main evaluation
OnEye Video An OnEye Video is a video file that where we evaluate our tracking approach as a whole
contains the locations of all tracked objects in the and in Section 6.2 we evaluate single tracking methods
video in each frame as supplementary information. that we created for our approach.
Furthermore, it contains the metadata given for each
object and the video as well as the framerate of the 6.1 Evaluation of our tracking approach
video. The framerate is necessary in order to synchronize the interactive content with the video playback. In We tested our approach on several tracking sequences,
most web browsers it is not possible to get the fram- with ground truth data available (Figure 9). In doing
erate of the video from the browser itself. Currently, so, we considered frames that had an overlap over 0.8
the supplementary information is encoded as a sepa- (α = 80%) to the ground truth as correctly tracked.
rate XML file, but in future versions we are planing to According to our visual tests this is sufficient for common interactive video applications, where no exact obencode it direly into the video file.
ject boundary must be known. The parameter β is
set to 4. The dynamic speed variances of the particle
OnEye Player The OnEye Player is a HTML5tracker were set to:
based video player that can play videos in the same
Ow Oh
manner as standard players, while providing the exV = 0.05c
(8)
tra possibility to interact with objects by moving the
2
mouse cursor over them or clicking on them. The
where Ow and Oh are the width and height of the object
event which is executed when moving over or clicking
and c is 1 and 3, for the two variances. Similar values
onto an object is defined by the OnEye Design. The
were set for the variances of the VTD tracker. γ is set
standard design shows the object name when movto 15 and N to 1000.
ing the cursor above an object and opens a link speciTo simulate the effect of additional user set boundfied for each object in a mini-browser below the video
ing boxes we tracked each of the sequences several
when the object is clicked. The solution of the stantimes with different number of preset bounding boxes
dard design is already very generic and allows for diftaken from the ground truth data. By varying the numferent kinds of content being loaded by clicking.
ber of preset frames, we can construct a diagram showing the number of correctly tracked frames in relation
OnEye Designer With the OnEye Designer it is pos- to the number of preset frames. This kind of evalsible to create additional OnEye Designs. OnEye De- uation contrasts with standard tracker evaluations in
signs describe the behavior of the interactive part of the sense that they usually reduce to one single input
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Figure 9: Frames of the tracking sequences used for evaluation. From left to right: Shaking, Singer1, Liquor,
David, Faceocc2, Girl.
frame. The positions of the preset boxes in the video
were set randomly, whereby we averaged over n = 8
runs with different random selections for each number
of preset frames. In more detail: The result value Rkc
for tracker k with c preset bounding boxes is calculated
as:
Rkc =


1 n−1 ∗
O Tk (S(Pci )), G
∑
n i=0

tracking results of all 4 trackers. For an explanation of
“Fusion max.” see below. The figure shows that our
automatic fusion approach works quite reliable. For
many sequences it even outperforms all four trackers.
Only for the girl sequence it is clearly worse than the
best tracker, but anyhow still better than the second
best tracker i.e. if the user does not want to validate all
4 tracking results validating the fusion is still a good
(9)
choice.

where Pci are the first c values of random permutation Pi . Pi contains all frame numbers IG where ground
truth data is available2 . S(Pci ) is the sequence with preset ground truth data at Pci and Tk (S(Pci )) is the tracking
result for S(Pci ) with tracker k. G is the ground truth
data and O∗ is calculated as:
(
0 O(T i , Gi ) < α
1
O (T, G) =
|IG | i ∑
∈IG 1 otherwise
∗

(10)

As can also be seen in Figure 10 it is worth for all sequences to provide a few more than one bounding box
as input, as the amount of correctly tracked frames can
thereby be raised significantly e.g. 537 frames more
are correctly tracked by setting 3 instead of 1 bounding box for the Liquor sequence. On the other hand
it is not recommendable to preset too many bounding
boxes as the advance per box is getting lower the more
boxes are set. Towards 100 % the advance is even less
than one box per preset box. The reason is that if a
box is preset for a frame that would be tracked correctly without this preset box the advantage is zero.
However, the user can simply avoid setting too many
redundant boxes by iteratively tracking several times
like shown in Figure 1 i.e. in the first pass he only
sets a few bounding boxes, tracks with them and then
knows where he has to set additional boxes for the second tracking pass, because the tracking failed there in
the first pass.

where T i and Gi are a tracking and ground truth box at
frame i.
The results can be seen in Figure 10.3 The x-axis of
the diagrams show the number of preset frames c, the
left y-axis the percentage of correctly tracked frames
Rkc and the right y-axis the number of correctly tracked
frames. The “User Set” curve shows the amount of
user set frames. Thus, yright = x for this curve. All
the sequences in Figure 10 were tracked with interpoAs the user probably will not set bounding boxes
lated size change and the fusion is created out of the at random frames, but will carefully select the frames
he sets boxes for, we also show the fusion result for
2 4 datasets only have for every firth frame ground truth data
the best of the n runs as “Fusion max.” i.e. the maxiavailable
3 Note that we test with 80 % overlap. In tracking literature mum instead of the average in Equation 9. Hence, the
difference of Fusion and Fusion max. gives an impresoften 50 % is already considered as sufficient.
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Figure 10: Tracking results for different sequences with different number of simulated user set frames. We
performed 8 experiments with different randomly set frames for each tested ”number of frames“ value. Colored
curves show the averages of all 8 experiments. The gray curve shows the maximum of the 8 experiments. It
should be closer to a human selection than the average. See text for details.
Singer1 without size interpolation >80% overlap

sion of the impact of setting boxes at relevant instead
of random frames. It is no surprise that the impact
90
300
CSK
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is the biggest for the Singer1 sequence as the singer
MilTRACK
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P-Channel
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undergoes strong size change and with size change it
VTD
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is beneficial to select positions that are good for size
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interpolation. Figure 11 shows the Singer1 sequence
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the size the tracking box was initialized. The result
30
0
0
is clearly worse than with interpolation. The benefit
1 2 3 4 5 7 9 12 15 19 24 31 45 63 127 255
of “Fusion Max.“ is also not as big as with interpolation. This proves that good box selection is even more
Figure 11: Singer 1 sequence without size interpola- important with size interpolation.
tion like in Figure 10. See text for details.
Figure 12 shows the percentage of frames that
where marked as ”reliable“ by a tracker [R] and the
100

330
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Figure 12: The percentage of frames that are labeled as ”reliable“ [R] and the percentage of ”reliable“ labeled
frames that are correct [C]. See text for details.
percentage of ”reliable“ marked frames that are correct [C] i.e. have an overlap of at least α to the ground
truth. To calculate the percentage of ”reliable“ frames
we exclude user set frames i.e. 100 % are all non
user set frames. As there are no ”reliable“ frames for
c = 1, [C] can not be determined there. The figure
shows that our reliability measure is reliable for most
sequences. Only for two trackers of the Girl and the
trackers of the Shaking sequence the reliability is not
very high. Anyhow the shaking sequence has the best
fusion result. Moreover, it is interesting to see that in
sequences where the reliability measure worked well
it even worked well if only very few frames where
marked as ”reliable“.

ure 12. To compare them the diagrams in Figure 10
have to be stretched so that the ”User Set“ curve is on
the zero line, as this excludes user set boxes. However, because the ”User set“ curve is close to zero for
most data points direct visual comparison is anyhow
possible.

6.2

Evaluation of our tracking methods

Here we provide a short evaluation of our particle
based tracking methods using on our P-Channel and
MILTrack implementations. Results can be seen in
Figure 13. We did not only evaluate MILTrack with
HAAR+HOG features, but we also tested HAAR and
HOG independently with our particle based motion
Note that the curves of the diagrams of Figure 10 model. Furthermore, we tested color HOG features
can not directly be compared to the curves of Fig- (CHOG) on the Lemming and Liquor sequences which
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Figure 13: Evaluation of our tracking methods. Our particle based methods can compete well even with the
best state-of-the-art method for a sequence. SCM is the method that performs in average best on 51 sequences
(See [WLY13]). The bight green method is the best method out of 29 on the given sequence.
are in color. As P-Channel representations are very robust against appearance changes our P-Channel implementation does not perform appearance update. This
avoids drifting caused by of model update. In contrast, MILTrack is updated every frame as the method
is very resistant against drift by the model update.
However, we additionally evaluated MILTrack without model update (ffo)4 . For comparability we also
show CSK, VTD, SCM and the method that works
best for a sequence out of 29 methods – including state
of the art.5 Results for SCM and the best method for
each sequence are taken from the evaluation of Wu et
al. [WLY13]. SCM is the method that performed in
average best on all the sequences they tested. Results
are created by simple forward tracking from the first
frame. This allows us to show not only one overlap
threshold like in the other figures but all thresholds at
the same time.
As Figure 13 shows HOG features perform on average better than HAAR features, but HAAR+HOG
is on average even better. On 3 of the 4 sequences
HAAR+HOG outperforms HAAR as well as HOG.

HAAR+HOG (ffo) sometimes performs better than
HAAR+HOG with model update, but if it performs
worse the performance is very poor. P-Channel can
compete well with HAAR+HOG but shows different
strengths. CHOG does not give a big benefit over
HOG, but can easier be irritated in colorful sequences
like Liquor.
Our particle based MILTrack implementation with
HAAR+HOG features outperforms the original MILTrack in all 4 sequences – in 3 of them even by far.
Furthermore, on 3 sequences our best method for the
sequence can compete well with or even outperform
the best performing method out of the set of 29 methods described above. This shows that our particle
based model with two different spread variances is
very robust and that our methods can compete very
well with the state of the art, thanks to the model.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we presented a complete interactive video
system called OnEye. The main focus was set to our
powerful semi-automatic tracking framework for in4 ffo = first frame only
5 According to average overlap, which is the area under curve teractive video production. In this context, we developed new tracking methods like our powerful particle
in the plots in Figure 13.
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tracker. Furthermore, we showed that we can signifi- [CAG12]
cantly improve the tracking result by using only a few
more user provided bounding boxes. Thanks to the
validation support it is possible to validate tracking results very quickly, so that the user can go on setting
additional bounding boxes at positions where tracking failed. We think this iterative way of first setting
boxes, then tracking and finally confirming the result [HCMB12]
is a very efficient way of creating interactive videos
despite unreliable tracking algorithms. To further improve the tracking result with multiple bounding boxes
we introduced the ideas of forward/backward tracking,
size interpolation and a robust reliability measure. Our
fusion approach, which utilizes the reliability measure,
created good results for all of our tests. In many situations it even outperformed the best tracker. We showed
that this approach is a good and much faster alternative compared to manual fusion of different tracking [KC11]
results. Altogether our framework is a very fast way
for semi-automatic tracking and thus for creating interactive videos.
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